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05 November
The euro traded 0.2 percent from an eight-week low amid concern 
Greece will struggle to win bailout funds, risking its future in the 
European monetary bloc.

Prices for new ships have fallen to an eight-year low as shipyards 
sacrifice margins to win orders. Hyundai Heavy Industries Co., the 
world’s largest shipbuilder, may be about to make the price war 
worse.

Australia’s dollar stayed higher as investors weighed whether the 
Reserve Bank will cut interest rates at a policy meeting today.

Treasuries snapped a two-day gain before the U.S. offers $72 billion of 
coupon-bearing debt over three days, starting with a $32 billion three-
year sale today.

06 November
China’s stocks declined for a third day before the outcome of U.S. 
presidential elections and China’s leadership congress.

The yen gained against its major peers as uncertainty over the 
outcome of the U.S. presidential election boosted demand for the 
currency as a refuge.

Asian stocks edged higher for a second day, with News Corp. and 
Nissan Motor Co. lifting the regional benchmark index on earnings 
that cheered investors, as the world awaits the results of the U.S. 
presidential election.

Citizens in storm-ravaged New York and New Jersey wandered from 
poll to poll after officials moved more than 240 balloting sites and 
fretted over the integrity of a vote being conducted partly over the 
Internet.

07 November
Asian stocks fell as investors turned their attention to the U.S. budget 
debate and as China’s Communist Party began meeting to decide its 
fifth generation of leaders since taking power in 1949.

Slumping profits at Japanese manufacturers from robots to cosmetics 
threaten to weigh on investment and wages, adding to the likelihood 
of recession after the economy probably contracted last quarter.
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Treasuries held gains from yesterday as Fidelity Investments and Pacific 
Investment Management Co. said the so-called fiscal cliff and Federal 
Reserve bond purchases will drive demand for debt.

Cielo SA, Latin America’s biggest credit-card processor, is making so 
much money that foreign competitors and regulators want a piece.

08 November
The euro traded 0.3 percent from the lowest level in two months before 
Greece’s lawmakers vote on next year’s budget amid concern the 
nation may fail to meet bailout requirements.

Asian stocks fell, with the regional benchmark index headed for 
the biggest two-day loss in more than three months, amid concern 
Greece’s bailout may be delayed and as Australia’s central bank cut 
its growth forecast.

The Australian dollar may climb further versus its New Zealand 
counterpart after it breached a key Fibonacci retracement level, 
acccording to Credit Suisse Group AG.

Treasuries headed for their steepest weekly gain since the end of 
September on concern lawmakers risk pushing the U.S. economy into 
a recession over a budget showdown.

09 November
Australia’s dollar stayed higher after gaining last week amid 
speculation a wage report this week will back the view that interest 
rates won’t decline.

Oil fluctuated after its first weekly gain in a month in New York as signs 
of an improving economic outlook in China and the U.S. countered 
concern a contraction in Japan will curb demand.

European finance chiefs will seek a program to maintain Greek 
solvency today after the country’s parliament approved a raft of 
austerity measures, even as the currency union confronts the prospect 
of a worsening economy.

Asian stocks dropped, with the Nikkei 225 Stock Average set for its 
longest losing streak in four months, after Japan’s economy shrank at 
the fastest pace since last year’s earthquake. The euro traded near 
a two-month low before European officials meet to discuss aid for 
Greece.


